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Our Ref:  OPCC FOI 1237 (V0.3c)    Date: 19.10.2018 
 
 
 
Dear  
 

 
Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: 1237 

 

 
REQUEST 
 
In the SYPCC report the following claim was presented: 
 
**** 
6.2 On 21 February 2018, SCC announced that work had to be abandoned at 
Nether Edge, Sheffield, S7. Its statement said that protestors appeared to be 
using dangerous tactics such as pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and 
glass and using oil which could cause chain saws to slip. 
**** 
 
I have reviewed all the SYP incident logs that have been released there is no reference or 
reporting of the following 'pulling and cutting safety ropes, studding trees with nails and glass and 
using oil' 
 
Can you please indicate if SYPCC holds the following information collected or reviewed while 
creating Policing Sheffield’s Tree’s Protests report: 
 
2. Any and all records relied upon by SYPCC to include the statement presented in 6.2 of the 
report. If responsive records are found please provide a copy of any matching records that meet 
this request with necessary redactions for personal information, on going law enforcement activity. 

 
RESPONSE  
 
2. Information is not held in relation to this question.  However under S16 FOIA – ‘Duty to 

Assist’, I made enquiries with the authors of the report. SCC’s statement of 23 February, 
which referred to protestors using dangerous tactics,  was expanded upon within the 
Force’s Communications Plan that was supplied to the Panel as part of the resources for 
review. 

 
If you are unhappy with the way your request for information has been handled, you can request 
an internal review by emailing this office. 
 
If you remain dissatisfied with the handling of your request or complaint, you have a right to appeal 
to the Information Commissioner at:  

mailto:thepcc@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
http://www.southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk/
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The Information Commissioner's Office,  
Wycliffe House,  
Water Lane,  
Wilmslow,  
Cheshire, SK9 5AF.  
Telephone: 08456 306060 or 01625 545745  
Website: www.ico.gov.uk 
 

 
Yours sincerely 
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for South Yorkshire 
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